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session
statement

Sustainability rating systems tend to either draw
ire or excitement. Join us to review the historical
context, focus areas, components and real-world
examples of success, hindsight moments and
challenges of three such rating systems, LEED,
SITES and Living Building Challenge (LBC).

speakers
José has been instrumental in the development of industry-wide
standards and landscape performance metrics that place landscape architects at the core of the sustainability movement. He
has been a significant part of the development of the Sustainable Sites Initiative (SITES), which aims to shift traditional
land development and management practices towards the
preservation and provision of ecosystem services. Beyond
SITES, José and his colleagues at Andropogon have completed multiple LEED and Living Building Challenge projects
and are advocating for robust, post-ocupation monitoring and
adaptive management programs that are critical to making sure
our designs perform as intended.

Jason’s agricultural upbringing and direct experience with sustainable systems provides him with a unique perspective as a landscape architect. During his seventeen years in the profession,
he has used his diverse background and interests to effectively
address the intricacies of small residential projects as well as
complex urban and institutional sites. Jason enjoys multidisciplinary collaboration in the design process and discovering
how to accomplish more with less. He is an active participant
in the development and implementation of several sustainable
design rating systems, helping clients understand the value of
an ecological landscape design approach.

Beginning his career with historic preservation and adaptive re-use
projects, Scott became acutely interested in the design elements
and construction methods that cause buildings to endure and
be more sustainable. Since founding Re:Vision in 2002, Scott
has led Re:Vision’s interdisciplinary team in designing or
consulting on hundreds of innovative green projects, many of
which are “firsts” of their kind. Scott is a champion of green
building standards and verifications, including LEED, Living
Building, SITES, Net-Zero Energy, and PassiveHouse. Scott’s
engaging and collaborative approach has inspired numerous
others to incorporate green thinking into their buildings and
lifestyles..
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learning
objectives
Understand the history, similarities, differences
and focus areas of rating systems discussed
(LEED, SITES, LBC).
notes

Learn lessons and insights to the design, execution
and operations of LEED, SITES and LBC projects
and their potential synergies when pursuing the
rating systems goals.
notes

Participants will be able to assess which strategies
can be applied from each rating system for benefit
in their project.
notes

Participants will gain insight as to how to guide
their clients to pursue the right sustainable
approaches given the project conditions, and
improve performance outcomes.
notes

introduction
WHY? Do you
want to design
like it matters?
• to make the world a
better place to inhabit…
• to build on stepping
stones, project by
project…
• you only go around
once

from that perspective,
do rating
systems really
matter?

systems
STROUD WATER
RESEARCH CENTER
The LEED Platinum certified
Stroud Water Research
Center project that took a
deep green approach using
many of the goals embedded
in the other rating systems
and focused on “getting
the water right”. We
mployed an integrative
project approach to support
the institution’s research,
environmental education, and
watershed restoration efforts.
A major objective of this
project was to develop the
site to mimic pre-development
(forested) condition.
review of successes and
challenges

notes

LEED AP

SITES AP

systems
US BOTANIC GARDEN,
BARTHOLDI PARK
Bartholdi Park, a
demonstration garden, was
redesigned with a focus on
different garden styles and
planting options that all can
be achieved using SITES
guidelines for interpretation
by the home gardener, to
help improve garden
design and maintenance
practices nationwide.
This Park project has been
awarded the Sustainable
Sites Initiative (SITES) Gold.
review of successes and
challenges

notes

systems
MORRIS &
GWENDOLYN CAFRITZ
FOUNDATION
ENVIRONMENTAL
CENTER

Phase I known as Grass,

and Phase II, known as Moss,
demonstrate the approaches,
challenges, limits and
significant code barriers behind
a full 7 Petal certified LBC
project.
review of successes and
challenges

notes

LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE

DO RATING SYSTEMS WORK?

synopsis
compare and contrast
demonstrate and draw
conclusions between each
system:
how they operate
what are their limitations
why they are important or
irrelevant.
how can they be improved
when to simply walk away

We will discuss the role of
professional organizations
and where we, as
practitioners, can go from
here.

notes

reference

LEED AP - https://new.usgbc.org/leed
SITES AP - http://www.sustainablesites.org
Living Building Challenge (LBC) - https://living-future.org/lbc
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José Almiñana, Andropogon Associates - alminanaj@andropogonassociates.com
Jason Curtis, Andropogon Associates - curtisj@andropogon.com
Scott Kelly, Re:Vision Architects - kelly@revisionarch.com

